Approaches to Teaching the Works of Jack London

Edited by Kenneth K. Brandt and Jeanne Campbell Reesman

"Outstanding. Necessary for newcomers to London and ...for those who have taught the canonical texts before."
—John Dudley
University of South Dakota

A prolific and enduringly popular author—and an icon of American fiction—Jack London is a rewarding choice for inclusion in classrooms. London has garnered considerable attention, but the breadth of his personal experiences and political views and the many historical and cultural contexts that shaped his work are key to gaining a nuanced view of London’s corpus of works, as this volume’s wide-ranging perspectives and examples attest.
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Approaches to Teaching Tolkien’s The Lord of the Rings and Other Works
Edited by Leslie A. Donovan

“This work fills a major need. It will give graduate students and experienced professors alike the confidence to teach Tolkien and the ability to construct a meaningful and challenging course.”
—Janet Brennan Croft
University of Oklahoma

A philologist and medieval scholar, J. R. R. Tolkien never intended to challenge traditional ideas about the nature of great literature. He set out only to write a story that he and his friends would enjoy reading. In The Hobbit and in The Lord of the Rings, he created an entire world informed by his vast knowledge of mythology, languages, and medieval literature. In the 1960s, his books unexpectedly gained cult status with a new generation of young, countercultural readers. Today, the readership for Tolkien’s absorbing secondary world—filled with monsters, magic, adventure, sacrifice, and heroism—continues to grow.
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The Pocket Instructor: Literature
101 Exercises for the College Classroom
Edited by Diana Fuss & William A. Gleason

This is the first comprehensive collection of hands-on, active learning exercises for the college literature classroom, offering ideas and inspiration for new and veteran teachers alike.

“These tricks of the trade are more than surefire: they redefine the art of teaching literature.” —Scott Herring, Indiana University
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